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Under the background of de-stocking, the first and second tier cities hotspot 
cities welcomed a second round of the housing boom. However, the de-stocking effect 
is not very obvious in the third and forth tier cities. The differentiation between cities 
has become increasingly worse. On the one hand, a large amount of labor force 
population rushed into these first and second tier cities. Housing rigid demand 
continued to increase, so that the shortage of residential land supply is more and more 
obvious. And the contradiction between supply and demand are getting more and 
more sharp. On the other hand, the wealth effect has led to the flow of funds into the 
real estate and financial assets, what virtually squeezed on the real economy and lead 
to false prosperity in housing prices and capital markets. Since July 2016, the central 
conference declared a number policies to suppress the bubble of real estate and 
financial assets. Therefore, we hope that through theoretical and empirical analysis, 
research the impact of demographic changes and financialization on the real estate 
bubble, and to promote the healthy and stable development of the real estate market 
and the financial market and provide some feasible advice to government's policy 
maker. The existing research is always about the single impact of demographic factors 
or the single impact of financial factors on the real estate market. But in this thesis, 
writer combined demographic changes and financialization to explain the impact, and 
put variety of financial assets into the index system of financialization. This thesis 
more fully reflects the influencing process of the population factor and financial facto  
on the real estate market. 
The thesis studied the current situation of China's population structure, economic 
financialization and the real estate bubble. The study found that in recent years, the 
degree of aging in China has increased year by year. But in the labor force population 
flow, large-sized and medium-sized cities expanded their rigid housing demand, 















demand side and lack of supply side  caused the real estate bubble in the first-tier 
and second-tier cities housing market. In addition, under the background of economic 
financialization, the capital liquidity expanded. As well as, economic monetization 
continued to rise. The money supply to promote the economic credit was rising trend. 
The stock rose weak. Economic securitization wandered forward. Economic 
virtualization developed rapidly. The whole economic financialization developed 
significantly, which squeezed the real economy. China's real estate price in recent ten 
years showed a long-term upward trend.  
Based on the data of 31 provinces of China in 2005-2015, writer takes elderly 
dependency ratio,the index of financialization and housing-price-to-income ratio as 
the key point, designed and built a panel data econometric model. The research 
conclusions indicates that there are significant positive correlations between 
financialization and the real estate bubble, the aging of the population has positive 
effect on the real estate bubble. The aging of population will decreased labor 
population proportion. When the atrophy of people that want to buy a house led to the 
burst of the real estate bubble. Both of them has synergistic amplification effect on the 
real estate bubble. The burst of Japan's real estate bubble triggered by demographic 
change and financializationg. This put forward to the current our country real estate 
market. We should also pay attention to population structure, and take measures to 
prevent excessive economic financialization. Namely we should control the size of 
large cities’ populationg, accelerate the development of small and medium-sized cities, 
use leveraged tools flexibly, moderately relaxed population policy, control the scale of 
population of big cities and accelerate the development of small and medium-sized 
cities, moderate adjustment leverage, deepen the supply side of the structural reform 
due to the implementation of supply and demand regulation. 
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资料来源：Wind 数据库，2016 年 12 月。 






























不断加剧。至 2050 年，美国总人口中 60 岁以上人口的占比将从 2012 年的 19%







济学家 Claessens、Kose and Terrones（2008、2012），根据各国的面板数据研究
表明，世界上 46 次系统性金融危机中，2/3 符合了房地产价格繁荣-萧条模型；
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